WOOLF Vibrating System transmits
increasing vibrations when approaching:

Device descriptions

WOOLF_ID welcomes you
Thank you for choosing WOOLF/Moto,
it alerts without any visual or auditory distraction
thanks to increasing vibrations to the driver’s wrist

120mAh
lithium-ion
battery
100%
real leather
Micro USB
charging cable

WOOLF_ID
logo

13,000rpm
Vibrating Unit

SPEED
CAMERAS

AVERAGE SPEED
CAMERAS

Micro USB
connector
SPEED
LIMITS*

Velcro

*coming soon

First pairing
Pack contents

- 1 Woolf/Moto wristband
- 1 micro USB charging cable
- 1 manual instructions

WOOLF/Moto
your eyes on the road

approaching the marked points it transmits
to the driver’s wrist perceivable
ascending vibrations

MARKED POINTS

www.woolf.bike • info@woolf.bike
12 Via Pallone, 37121 Verona, Italy
100% Made in Italy

Device information

RED-LIGHTS
CAMERAS

• WOOLF_ID database is constantly updated and
covers 70 countries with more than
120.000 alert points.
• It works in Bluetooth with multiple devices at
the same time, with the screen off and with calls
in progress on your smartphone
• It doesn’t consume gigabytes. Internet
connection is required only for maps updated.
For more information,
please visit our website at www.woolf.bike

ZONES DE
DANGER **

**France parameters
(mandatory in France)

1. Charge WOOLF/Moto for 4h
with micro USB cable
2. Disconnect WOOLF/Moto from the power grid
3. Put WOOLF/Moto on your wrist
4. Download for free the WOOLF_ID App
by opening this link

http://app.woolf.bike
5. Turn On the Bluetooth
6. Turn On the GPS
7. Open WOOLF_ID App
8. Follow the in-App
WOOLF_ID instructions
9. Authorizes as requested

Switch on

With Shake WOOLF System, WOOLF/Moto
automatically it pairs with a small movement,
keeping the devices close together.

Connection
3 short consecutive vibrations they confirm
the available connection

Disconnection
3 long consecutive vibrations to keep your
disconnection status

Switch off

WOOLF/Moto switches off automatically
after 3 minutes from disconnection
if it doesn’t detect any movement

Parking Status
After 5 minutes of inactivity the WOOLF_ID App
switch stand-by and disconnects WOOLF/Moto

Automatic reconnection

After walking a few hundred meters, WOOLF_ID
automatically reconnects to WOOLF/Moto

Reset

WOOLF/Moto resets when charging

Shut down of the service

The complete shut down with deactivation
is done by closing the App

Usage precaution

Before you get behind the whell , always make
sure that the WOOLF_ID App is connected to
WOOLF/Moto, confirmed by the connection
signal on the screen.

Anomalies

In the absence of signal, follow this procedure:
1) Verify that GPS and Bluetooth are active
2) Close and reopen the WOOLF_ID app
3) If the problem persists, go to the WOOLF_ID
App and write to the CUSTOMER SERVICE
in the dedicated box: “How can we help you?“

Use and maintenance

WOOLF/Moto is impact-resistant and
water-repellent. It is not waterproof,
however in case of use with heavy or prolonged
rains it is essential to protect it properly.
WOOLF/Moto can be cleaned with a cloth
slightly moistened with products that do
not contain chemicals. Keep the device away
from heat sources that could irreparably
damage it. Avoid contact with or approach to
any flame with battery risk explosions. Dn’t leave
WOOLF/Moto on the car exposed long time to
the sun, with temperatures above 60°.
Don’t charge with Powerbank.
Don’t use charging cables except micro USB,
or damaged.

After-sales service

Customers will receive within 24 hours the
answers to their problems only by contacting
us directly from the APP menu, in the Customer
Service section.

Warranty

If the case of fault, WOOLF/Moto may be returned
during the two-year limited warranty period upon
presentation of the purchase receipt. WOOLF
s.r.l. undertakes to replace it with another new or
reconditioned one with equivalent functions to
the previous one. The new device will maintain the
guarantees for the remaining period. The WOOLF
s.r.l. warranty doesn’t cover the battery, defects and
damage caused by improper and inadequate use,
contrarily to the manual instructions . Only WOOLF
s.r.l. can establish the real defectiveness of each device
and approve the replacement by the warranty terms.

Legal notes

WOOLF_ID is an information device, legal within the
EU. In France the device complies with the current
regulations. In Germany and Austria there are some
restrictions. In Switzerland, Cyprus, Macedonia and
Turkey, all warning devices are prohibited.
WOOLF s.r.l. is not responsible for it devices misuses
and not to respect the Rules of the Road
where you stay.

Technical specifications
ELECTRICAL PART

RADIO

COMPATIBILITY

Operating
Voltage: 3.7V

Modulo
Bluetooth LE
5.0 2.4 GHz

Apple: iOS 10.0 and
above, iPhone 5s
and above

Charging
voltage: 5V

Max. radio
power 2.5mW

Android: 4.4.4
and above

Charging
current: 1A

Bluetooth LE
4.0 upper

Battery recharging
time: 4h.Battery life :
more than 1 month *

GPS

* Estimated autonomy with use of 2 hours per day with 10 alerts per day.

